
ESSAYS FOR COMPETITIVE EXAMS IN PAKISTAN KARACHI

It is the list of those essays which has been asked in previous css exams and intend to b most important. By practising
those Dilemma of the water and energy crisis in pakistan () Art critics and .. Location: Karachi. Posts: 

Pluralistic vision of Islam  Foreign direct investment F. Higher science education in the developing countries 
Fralty thy name is woman  A review of the political and economical development  Importance of
independence of media  As Yugoslavia split apart, sectarian violence escalated. For instance, great
practitioners of fear and violence like Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin, Mao etc cannot be called Terrorists. It is not
only fine feather the makes fine birds  Menace of human traffickling  Population planning in pakistan  The
mystical and idealistic spirit of islam  Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was killed by her Sikh bodyguard, and the
Mumbai stock exchange was bombed. In the Middle East small Palestinian Marxist-Leninist groups skyjacked
civilian airliners in dramatic and well-publicized attacks that brought world attention to the Palestinian
national cause. Human development must b objective for all other development  Estrangement from our own
culture is driving us on the verge of collapse,not just our identity but out morality  Role of information
technology in 21st century  Role of expatriats in pakistan progress  Its leader, Mullah Omar, provided a safe
haven for one of the most extreme Islamic groups, al-qaeda, which was led by a disaffected Saudi Arabian,
osama bin laden. Piety at public expence  The national economy and its tribulation Important quotations for
essay  From the s onward a wide variety of political groups opposing the vietnam war and the conservative
establishment or struggling for civil rights in the United States also adopted terrorist tactics. Interest free
banking or Ideal banking system  Future of baluchistan or baluchistan crisis  But these latest attacks have been
made to challenge the symbols of democracy and prosperity. Alleviation of poverty  WTO world trade
organisation and its implication for developing economies like pakistan  Islam versus the west  Expanding I. I
disapprove what u say but i ll defend to death your right to say it  Experience is the name everyone gives to
their mistakes  These included suicide bomb attacks on trains in Madrid, Spain, and the transit system in
London, England. And many different fashions, the fashion industry has developed in a changing
environment. Danger of nuclear war in the years to come  The palestine liberation organization PLO also
launched terrorist attacks against Israeli civilians as well as the military. Importance of women in islamic
society 


